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About us
Bus Users is a registered charity committed to making transport 
inclusive and accessible. 

We are an approved Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Body for bus and coach passengers, and the 
body which deals with complaints under the European Passenger Rights Regulation (outside London). 
We are also part of a Sustainable Transport Alliance, a group working to promote the benefits of public, 
shared and active travel. 

As well as handling complaints, we work alongside communities to try to make 
the case for continuing service provision and subsidy. We also hold regular 

events in rural and urban settings so residents can make local transport 
providers and policymakers understand their needs and the impact of 

poor transport on people at risk of social exclusion.

Our four Bus Compliance Officers monitor bus services, often in 
response to complaints from passengers. This work occasionally 
results in a public inquiry overseen by the Traffic Commissioner. You 

can find out more about Bus Users and keep up-to-date with our latest 
news at www.bususers.org 

The figures shown in brackets throughout this report relate to 2020/21.
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Headlines 2021/22
  2020/21 2021/22
  Complaints  81 147
  Issues raised  127 213
  Complaints about service reliability 7% 14%
  Complaints about driver/staff attitude 23% 17%
  Cases referred to BAB 0 1
  Events  4 4
  Issues raised at events 37 82
  People at events 32 120
  Stakeholders met 66 71
  Operators monitored by BCOs 22 25
  Areas monitored for BSSG 3 3
  Areas monitored for punctuality/reliability 47 92
  Services monitored 338 472
  Hours of roadside monitoring 1353 2980
  No further action by Traffic Commission 8 6
  Operator Public Inquiries 0 2
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Complaints
In 2021/22 we resolved 147 complaints on behalf of bus passengers in Wales.

Bus Users is an approved ADR body for the bus and coach industry. If a passenger raises a complaint 
with an operator and they are not happy with the response, we act on their behalf.

In 2021/22 we received 147 (81) complaints covering 295 (164) issues. Of these, 213 (127) issues were 
received via letter, email and phone, and 82 (37) were raised at our 4 (4) ‘Your Bus Matters’ events held 
throughout the year across Wales.

  Complaints by category 2020/21 2021/22
  Bus failed to stop or show 6 48
  Service reliability 7 39
  Driver/staff attitude 30 35
  Ticketing  24 23
  Level of service 16 19
  Other  1 15
  Incorrect information obtained 14 14
  Access  12 9
  Capacity  10 5
  Disability issues - 4
  Personal injury - 2
  Infrastructure 3 -
  Luggage  3 -
  Vehicle condition 1 -
  Total  127 213

Passenger engagement
Our ‘Your Bus Matters’ events bring together the people who use buses with the people responsible for 
running them. In 2021/22 we ran 2 online events and 2 face-to-face events:

Newport Fflecsi - 25 August 2021  Lampeter T1 Surveys - 4 November 2021
Merthyr Tydfil - 25 March 2022  Rhymney - 25 March 2022

These events give operators and local authorities a valuable insight into the needs and concerns of 
passengers. They also give passengers a direct line of communication to the people who run their services.

All the issues raised at ‘Your Bus Matters’ events are passed on to the operator or responsible authority and 
followed up to ensure they receive a response. These events are being rebranded as “Let’s Talk Buses”.

  Complaint Topic 2019/20 2020/21
  Level of service 15 37
  Reliability of service - 33
  Information and infrastructure 5 10
  Access  3 2
  Ticketing  13 -
  Vehicle condition 1 -
  Total  37 82
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Compliance
In 2021/22 we carried out 2,980 hours of bus service monitoring across Wales

Our team of four Bus Compliance Officers (BCOs) monitor services and write up reports which we share 
with the bus company concerned, the office of the Traffic Commissioner and Welsh Government.

  Work statistics Average % per month 2021-2022
  Research/preparation 7%
  Operational monitoring 70%
  Analysis/casework 13%
  Compliance visits 4%
  CD/admin 6%

  Punctuality figures Average % per month 2021-2022
  North Wales 91%
  South East Wales 75%
  South West Wales 91%
  Mid Wales (WEF 10/2021) 91%

As Covid 19 pandemic restrictions eased through 2021/22, our BCOs were able to return to full-time 
monitoring activities. In October 2021 thanks to additional Welsh Government funding, we welcomed 
a new BCO to the team based in Mid Wales.

Activity
In 2021/22 we monitored the following areas in South Wales:

  Aberaeron Cross Hands Llansteffan Pontardawe
  Aberdare Cwmbran Llechryd Port Talbot
  Aberdulais Dunvant Llwynypia Pontyberem
  Ammanford Ebbw Vale Margam Radyr
  Banwen Ferndale Merthyr Tydfil Rogerstone
  Bargoed Fishguard Milford Haven Sarn
  Barry Gower Morriston Saundersfoot
  Bedwas Haverfordwest Nantgarw Swansea
  Blackpil Henllan Narberth Taffs Well
  Blackwood Llanelli Neath Tenby
  Brecon Kidwelly Nelson Treharris
  Britton Ferry Landore Newbridge Ty Rhiw
  Caerphilly Killay Newcastle Emlyn Whitland
  Cardiff Llandeilo Pencader Ynysybwl
  Carmarthen Lampeter Pontypridd Ystradgynlais
  Clyne Llandovery Penclawdd 
  Coelbren Llansamlet Pontardulais 
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And the following areas in North and Mid Wales:

  Aberystwyth Cardigan Lampeter Oakley Arms
  Aberaeron Chirk Llandudno St Asaph
  Bangor Corwen Llangollen Welshpool
  Betws Y Coed Denbigh Llanrwst Wrexham
  Blaenau Ffestiniog Deeside Machynlleth 
  Brymbo/Caego Dolgellau Mold 
  Caernarfon Holyhead Newtown

Traffic Commissioner
In the year 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, 6 ‘No further action’/’Satisfactory’ letters were sent to operators 
by Bus Users Cymru on behalf of the Office of the Traffic Commissioner. We met with the Traffic 
Commissioner online.

Stakeholder liaison
We attended meetings throughout 2021/22 which provided opportunities for learning, relationship 
building and awareness raising about our work. 

  Arriva Buses Wales First Cymru Stagecoach in south Wales
  ATCO/CSS Guide Dogs Sustrans
  BBC GWR South East Wales Bus Working Group
  Cardiff Bus ITS (IUK) South East Wales Transport Commission
  Cardiff People First Lloyds Coaches South Wales Transport
  CaBAC Local authorities x18 South West Wales Transport Forum
  CIHT London Travelwatch Stagecoach in South Wales
  Climate Change Committee Mid Wales Travel Tanat Valley Coaches
  CILT MSs The Rail Ombudsman
  CPT Cymru MPs Traffic Commissioner
  CTA Cymru NAT Transport for Wales
  CTSI National Express Transform Cymru
  Disability Wales Network Rail TrawsCymru
  DVSA Newport Transport TfW Rails
  Edwards Coaches Older Peoples Commissioner Traveline Cymru
  EHIC Richards Bros Transport Focus
  EIS Committee RNIB UK Bus Awards
  European Passengers’  Senedd Cross Party  Welsh Government
  Federation Transport Group
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Our impact
Covid-19
Bus operators have remained on the frontline throughout the pandemic, keeping the country moving 
and ensuring keyworkers can get to where they are needed most. We have directed our resources 
towards supporting operators so that those who need to make essential journeys can do so safely, 
and with confidence. 

We campaigned throughout the pandemic on behalf of all those who rely on buses to make essential 
journeys. We called for operators to have sufficient capacity to ensure services were reliable and 
safe, and to make sure passengers were aware of any changes to services, particularly those without 
internet access.  

We called for Government intervention to assist operators. We wrote to the Deputy Minister for Climate 
Change, Lee Waters, highlighting the vital importance of keeping bus services running and the need 
for Government funding to achieve this. The response from Government has been the setting up 
and continuance of the Bus Emergency Funding Scheme, enabling operators to cover the costs of 
operating services whilst passenger numbers recover.

Cashless payments have become the norm during the pandemic, despite no evidence linking 
handling cash to Covid-19 transmission. Cashless payments prevent millions of people without bank 
accounts from travelling, so we have been highlighting the need to retain exact-change payments as 
the safest and fairest way to keep people moving.

Capacity on board buses had been reduced by operators to meet 2m social distancing rules. As 
restrictions eased and demand for travel rose, we urged Welsh Ministers to consider the mitigating 
circumstances used in other countries to increase capacity. We took part in an emergency 
meeting on the issue and as a result of this, advice was provided to operators by CPT. 
This enabled operators to increase capacity in line with Welsh Government guidance.

As face coverings became mandatory on public transport in England, we wrote to 
Welsh Ministers highlighting the lessons that could be learned from this experience. 
In a meeting with Ministers, we focused on the need for medical exemptions to 
be recognised and respected. We encouraged operators to always add “unless 
exempt” to tweets reminding passengers of the requirement to wear a face covering. 

We presented at the CTSI Alternative Dispute Resolution event in Birmingham 
demonstrating how we ensure our services are accessible to vulnerable passengers and 
what mechanisms we use to help them.

We collaborated with The Rail Ombudsman and ran an internal workshop for Complaints 
Administrators of both organisations to discuss common themes and how best to tackle the issues 
raised for the benefit of passengers.

Driver shortages have severely impacted operators and meant that services have not been 
able to return to pre-Covid levels and short notice cancellations. We wrote to Deputy Minister for 
Climate Change, Lee Waters, to highlight the impact for passengers and to suggest an innovative 
apprenticeship scheme to recruit a younger, more diverse workforce. We encouraged operators to 
notify passengers of the services being cancelled through social media and on posters in bus stations 
to enable passengers to change their plans around the availability of services.
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We ran a survey following complaints from passengers who had been challenged or refused travel 
for not wearing a face covering, despite being medically exempt. The response led to our #BeBusKind 
#ByddwchYnGaredigArYBws campaign on social media, encouraging passengers and staff to respect 
each other when travelling. The campaign has been incredibly well received with Welsh operators 
and other organisations adopting our graphics and hashtag in their social media postings. We have 
produced a series of posters for operators and local authorities to use.

We challenged messaging from UK Government demonising public transport despite there being no 
evidence to show bus travel is unsafe. Messaging from Welsh Government has been more balanced 
and we have highlighted the work of Welsh operators to protect their drivers and passengers including 
enhanced cleaning regimes and innovations to minimise face-to-face contact.

We called on UK and Welsh Governments to encourage people back onto the bus and have been 
pleased to see the launch in March 2022 of the Transport for Wales Real Social Network campaign to 
encourage people back to public transport.

Complaint handling
Key workers in SE Wales were unable to return home from their shifts as a result of reduced bus 
services. We raised their concerns with the operator and outlined the departure times needed for their 
shifts. The operator used this information to make a case for local authority funding to introduce the 
required services.

A rural passenger booked a DRT service that subsequently ran early, leaving him unable to complete 
his journey and out-of-pocket trying to resolve the issue on his mobile phone. The operator offered 
only a technical response and an apology but following our intervention, the passenger was fully 
refunded his phone charges and the operator’s software was changed in response.

A doctor working in a hospital contacted us after the last service of the day failed to operate and he 
had to pay for a taxi to get home. Initial contact with the operator was unsuccessful so we stepped in 
and the operator refunded the taxi fare to the passenger.

A student booked a long-distance journey from SE Wales to Berkshire. The operator cancelled the 
service and attempted to book the passenger onto a later journey which was no longer convenient. 
The student was only offered a voucher for a future travel but received a full refund once we 
contacted the operator.

Passenger feedback
Here’s a snapshot of what people have said about our work during 2021/22:

l “I can confirm that the issue has been resolved and would like to thank you and all involved in  
 helping getting it sorted out. I am more than happy with the outcome which I feel would not have  
 happened without your help, so thank you.”

l “Many thanks for getting back to me. I appreciate what you have said, and I’m very grateful to you   
 for looking into this issue. Once again, thank you for all your help and advice.”

l “Thank you for listening and helping me through this - I do appreciate it.” 

l “Many thanks for your help with this. I can confirm I have received the refund. It was so frustrating as  
 they have been promising the refund since March and from April didn't reply to my emails or letters  
 until I told them I was contacting your organisation. Thank you again for your help.”
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Our complaints services benefit operators as well as passengers:

“Adventure Travel greatly values the work undertaken by Bus Users. Aside from the obvious benefits 
of having an independent complaints review process, Bus Users also provides accurate, timely and 
useful feedback on service reliability which enables operators to act accordingly.”

Representation
We represent the interests of passengers to the TrawsCymru Board and contribute to the strategic 
management of TrawsCymru services, highlighting issues that affect passengers and making the 
case for rural services that meet the needs of the socially excluded. 

We are a member of the Transform Cymru Alliance, a group of organisations with a shared vision for 
a sustainable, affordable and inclusive transport network for Wales. The group has provided feedback 
to the Welsh Government One Network consultation.

We joined forces with eight other active, shared and public transport groups to form the Sustainable 
Transport Alliance. Our aim is to support and galvanise work to cut greenhouse gas emissions and 
ensure inclusive, sustainable mobility for all.

We are a member of the European Passengers Federation, a group of passenger representative 
groups from across Europe. We attend meetings, respond to consultations and share passenger 
experiences and insight.

This is what Lee Waters AS/MS Deputy Minister for Climate Change said about our work:

“We greatly appreciate the work Bus Users undertakes and I would like to record our appreciation for 
the work that Barclay Davies and the rest of the team do for bus passengers in Wales. It is important 
work and I am pleased that Barclay has been honoured for it.”

Improving services
We worked with operators to encourage them to use social media and posters in bus stations to 
advertise cancellations to services to enable passengers to make decisions based on services that 
are operating. 

We highlighted examples of good practices in terms of information provision through social media. 
One of our tweets featured in an operator’s recruitment ad for an information officer vacancy. Better 
information helps us all to make more effective journeys.

We contributed to Welsh Government Bus Cymru workshops looking at the future of bus services. 
Welsh Government have now published their Bus Cymru document outlining the roadmap for bus 
services for the future, putting passengers’ interests first.

We alerted operators to pinch points in their services so they were able to change timetables to more 
accurately reflect journey times, making services more reliable.
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Raising issues
We are active on social media with nearly 5,000 followers on Twitter and 2,000 on Facebook.

We took part in a BBC radio interview on the issue of social isolation and loneliness resulting from the 
loss of bus services. We highlighted the important part that buses play in connecting communities 
and people particularly in rural areas where fewer people have access to a car.

We were quoted in an article in Buses Magazine highlighting the dangers to bus users and cyclists of 
a cycle lane in front of a bus shelter. 

We contributed to a BBC online article into the improvements electric vehicles can make to air quality.

Consultations 
We responded to the Climate Change Committee consultation to establish its priorities. We asked 
the committee to focus on promoting the bus as an agent in tackling climate change, reducing 
congestion and improving air quality for all.

In our submission to the Cardiff Council consultations, we supported bus and taxi access only at 
Castle Street and the introduction of bus priority measures in Cardiff West. Similarly in our submissions 
for the SE Wales Transport Commission consultations to improve access to Severn Tunnel Junction 
station we supported the option to improve bus access. For the A48 Active travel consultation between 
Cardiff and Newport we supported the option that provided bus priority measures but highlighted the 
real issue on this route of congestion entering and exiting Cardiff and Newport City Centres.

We welcomed publication of Bws Cymru and the Welsh Government Consultation Document ‘One 
network, one timetable, one ticket: planning buses as a public service for Wales’ that sets out the short-
term priorities and future ambitions of Welsh Government. We support its aims to overcome barriers 
to travel and move towards a low-carbon public transport system that connects communities, 
especially in rural areas. 

Local action
Our usual events held in towns and communities across Wales were mostly held online during the 
pandemic. As restrictions eased, we were able to hold face-to-face events in Merthyr Tydfil and 
Rhymney. These events are an excellent way to communicate changes to services and find out what 
local communities need and want from their bus services.

We ran a virtual event with the Fflecsi team following the introduction of the service in Newport 
answering queries around ticketing, booking services and network coverage. 

Our local representatives continue to make essential journeys and report back on their experiences 
to operators and Welsh Government. They have also identified discrepancies in Traveline Cymru 
information, ensuring there is no confusion among passengers. This feedback helps improve services 
and frequencies.
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Monitoring

Our Bus Compliance Officers (BCOs) carry out roadside monitoring and investigate complaints around 
punctuality. Their feedback is passed immediately to the operator so services can be improved and 
problems corrected. In extreme cases, BCO reports are passed to the Traffic Commissioner who has 
the option to call an operator before a Public Inquiry. 

Here are just some examples of the impact our BCO work has had on services:

l Our BCOs picked up discrepancies in timetable information between Traveline Cymru and the  
 operator website. The operator website was found to be wrong and the company agreed to run  
 checks on the site to prevent this happening in future.

l On-board and roadside monitoring of a bus route in south West Wales found a vehicle was too 
 big  for part of the route. The operator took immediate action and made its drivers aware that 
 Bus Users would continue to monitor services, even during a pandemic, to ensure they run to time   
 and registered route.

l Roadside and on-board monitoring of a service in South East Wales revealed punctuality issues  
 resulting from congestion. The findings were discussed with the operator who made changes to the  
 registered timetable to improve service reliability for passengers.

l The re-siting of an interchange in North Wales to allow greater social distancing outside a bus  
 garage had unintended safety consequences. Our BCOs observed several near misses and   
 reported concerns to the operator and relevant local authority. This prompted an updated risk   
 assessment which, combined with the relaxation of restrictions, resulted in the interchange   
 reverting to its previous location.

l Roadside monitoring of services in Mid Wales where long-distance connections are made revealed  
 that congestion affecting one service led to missed connections and passengers being  
 inconvenienced. A report was produced highlighting the issues and suggesting amendments 
 which are being taken into account with a forthcoming timetable change.



Get in touch

Bus Users UK Charitable Trust Ltd
is a registered charity in England and
Wales (No 1178677) and in Scotland (No SC049144)
and a Company Limited by Guarantee (04635458).

 0300 111 0001

 enquiries@bususers.org

 www.bususers.org

 www.twitter.com/BusUsersUK

 www.facebook.com/BusUsersUK

Bus Users 
22 Greencoat Place, London SW1P 1PR


